Students picket 200-strong for rights

By Valeria Grant

Preliminary cancellation of the Board of Trustees meeting, approximately 200 students picketed at a march around downtown Boston which ended in front of President Thomas A. Gallagher's office in the Arts building.

Yesterday's board meeting was canceled in a meeting with Student Government Association plans to picket the meeting. The RGA is demanding time before the board in order to present proposals concerning their demands.

No comment is forthcoming as to whether the meeting will be rescheduled. No new meeting date has been announced.

The students on the picket line, dressed in T-shirts declaring "Ride the proud "T" to subway history," "Unifying BA and BS degree requirements," and "In this issue," were talking and waiting.

Curriculum Committee discusses plan to unify BA and BS degree requirements

By Ann Denes

The Curriculum Committee is working on a plan to unify BA and BS degree requirements. The source of this information is Dr. Thomas A. Gallagher, President of the university.

The plan would unify the requirements for both degrees, making it easier for students to transfer from one degree to another.

In the meantime, ride the proud "T" to subway history.
New maintenance contract to be signed tomorrow

by Bill Dillow

The new maintenance contract between the University and the building unions (IAWU and IUWU) will be signed at 3:00 p.m. tomorrow.

The contract was negotiated by the University's head negotiator and the head negotiator of the building unions. It covers a three-year period and includes cost-of-living adjustments.

The contract was negotiated to end the current strike and to provide for a better working environment.

SGA drafts automatic scholarship restoration proposal

by Martha Martinez

The Student Government Association (SGA) has drafted a proposal for automatic scholarship restoration for students who are dismissed due to academic reasons.

The proposal would allow for the automatic restoration of scholarships if a student is dismissed and then reinstated within a certain timeframe.

The proposal is currently being reviewed and discussed by the SGA executive board.

Large rally crowd helps rathskellar turn tide; 'rat' makes money for first time this year

by Donna E. Peterson

The Rathskellar turn tide last night after a large rally crowd showed their support for the 'rat.'

The Rathskellar has been struggling financially this year, but the rally crowd helped to turn the tide.

The Rathskellar hopes to continue this trend in the future.
Year-long course program planned at Suffolk

Marketing internships offered

Cobalt machine in use in Archer basement

Public protests hurt Suffolk's image, says Board of Trustees chairman

Suffolk's curriculum: 'patchwork'
Students march on president's office; talk to Fulham

Students march on president's office; talk to Fulham

---

**up temple street**

**CLUBS/ORGANIZATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Club/Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta Sigma Sigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Kappa Epsilon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Tau Delta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Upsilon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Sigma Sigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Sigma Xi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Delta Tau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma Pi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tau Kappa Epsilon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EVENTS/ACTIVITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wed, Nov 15</td>
<td>10:30 a.m.</td>
<td>Campus Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon, Nov 13</td>
<td>11 a.m.</td>
<td>Seminar Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tue, Nov 14</td>
<td>12:30 p.m.</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ABOUT THAT HALLOWEEN PARTY**

For those of you who were at the recent Halloween Party at the Mural House, I hope you had a good time. If you were wondering who the winner of the costume contest was, it was the judge. The winner, who dressed up as a cat, received a prize and the attention of all the other guests. The contest was a great success, with everyone enjoying the spooky atmosphere and the delicious treats. If you missed the party, don't worry! There will be more opportunities to participate in future events. Have fun and keep an eye out for the next party announcement.
Ballet, film to highlight Hispanic Week events

by John Tracy

A unique performance by the Dance Planning Guild highlights the upcoming Hispanic Week, to be celebrated Oct. 10 through 16.

The opening dance, to be held in the Dormitory Atrium at 8 p.m., will feature a presentation by the Dance Planning Guild. The performance will feature an array of Latin American dances, including tango, salsa, and mariachi styles. The event is open to the public and is free of charge.

On the following day, Oct. 11, a film screening will take place in the auditorium of the Education Center. The film, titled "Cinco Cornudos," is a Mexican classic that explores the lives of five young people in Mexico City. The screening will begin at 7 p.m. and is also free to the public.

McDowell: cost a factor in deciding Ashburton plans

by Kenneth Merritt

The Sutter County Board of Supervisors will consider the final plans for the Ashburton development on Tuesday, Oct. 11. The board will be asked to approve a budget of $10 million for the project, which includes the construction of 1,000 new homes.

The cost of the project is a concern for local residents, who are worried about the impact on the local economy. Some are concerned that the high cost of the project could lead to inflated property values and increased taxes.

The Ashburton development is scheduled to begin construction in the spring of 2000. According to the plans, the development will include 1,000 single-family homes, a community center, and a park.

NOTICE

All students that would like to be considered for Spring Assistance should complete the supplement to Suffolk University Application for Spring 1979.

No action will be taken without this supplement on file.

Forms are available now in the Financial Aid Office. Deadline for the return of all forms is Nov. 17, 1978.
Protests throw monkey wrench into 'degree machine'

The student senate, in an effort to prevent another year of protests and walkouts, moved to pass a resolution yesterday morning which would allow students to receive their degrees in absentia. The resolution, which was passed unanimously, would allow students to receive their degrees without attending the commencement ceremony.

However, the move was met with criticism from the faculty, who argued that the resolution would undermine the importance of the degree and the academic process.

The faculty was also concerned that the resolution would set a precedent for future students to receive their degrees without attending the ceremony.

The student senate was under pressure from the students, who had been protesting for the right to receive their degrees in absentia for several years.

History Society loses out to space . . . ours

Editorial

The History Society has lost its space in the basement of the building. The society was forced to move to a new location due to the expansion of the History Department.

Default on story

Editor

The article on page 3 about the history department's default on story was not written by the editorial staff. It was submitted by a student in the History Department.

Yeah, sure . . .

Editor

I don't think that any students will be interested in the history department's default on story. The article was submitted by a student and not written by the editorial staff.
Not consistent with society

The students' reaction to the mention of the Art Center building centralization ring is revealing. The students have been trying to centralize the Art Center building for some time, but now they have taken it to the extreme. This is not a good thing, as it shows a lack of understanding of the importance of the Art Center building.

The centralization of the Art Center building is important because it provides a central location for all the Art Center activities. This is important because it allows for better coordination and planning of events and activities. The centralization of the Art Center building also allows for better visibility and accessibility, making it easier for students, faculty, and visitors to find the building.

However, the students' reaction to the mention of the Art Center building centralization ring is revealing. The students have been trying to centralize the Art Center building for some time, but now they have taken it to the extreme. This is not a good thing, as it shows a lack of understanding of the importance of the Art Center building.

The centralization of the Art Center building is important because it provides a central location for all the Art Center activities. This is important because it allows for better coordination and planning of events and activities. The centralization of the Art Center building also allows for better visibility and accessibility, making it easier for students, faculty, and visitors to find the building.

Monumental task for Liberal Arts

The College's Liberal Arts program is a monumental task that requires a lot of work and dedication. The program is designed to provide students with a solid foundation in the liberal arts, including the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences.

The program is designed to provide students with a solid foundation in the liberal arts, including the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. This is important because it allows students to develop critical thinking skills, communication skills, and problem-solving skills, which are essential for success in a variety of careers.

The program is designed to provide students with a solid foundation in the liberal arts, including the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. This is important because it allows students to develop critical thinking skills, communication skills, and problem-solving skills, which are essential for success in a variety of careers.
Protests throw monkey wrench into 'degree machine'

The student protest on the Board of Trustees meeting last week has thrown a monkey wrench into the administration's plans to expand and open spaces for the students. The administration had been planning to open new buildings and renovate others to accommodate the growing student population.

The protestors, who composed a majority of the attendees, accused the administration of neglecting the needs of the students. They pointed out that the administration has been focusing on expanding the physical plant rather than improving the academic programs and facilities.

The protestors also demanded more transparency in the decision-making process. They argued that the administration had not consulted the students in making decisions that would impact their daily lives.

In response, the administration acknowledged the concerns and承诺ed to consider the protestors' suggestions. However, they also emphasized the need for a balanced approach and stated that the expansion of the physical plant was crucial for the future growth and success of the university.

Next President and Trustees Speaker: 'The protestors made a strong case for the betterment of our academic programs and facilities. We will take their suggestions into consideration as we move forward with our plans.'

History Society loses out to space...ours

Editors: Over the past several years, we have become aware of the need for more space for our History Society. The society has been growing steadily and has outgrown our current facilities.

The society's main deficit is the lack of a central meeting space. Our current meeting room is too small to accommodate our growing membership. We have been seeking a larger space for quite some time now.

Our members have been patient and understanding, but the need for more space is urgent. We hope that the administration will consider our request and provide us with the necessary space to continue our activities.

Default on story

Editors: We would like to state that this week's issue of The Suffolk Journal was delayed due to a printing error. We are working to resolve the issue as quickly as possible.

Yeah, sure...

Editors: I had to make some changes on this paper. Many people were unable to see the changes, but I tried to make sure everything was clear. I hope you all enjoy reading the final version.

Yeah, sure...
Dragons in Ridgeway? English Prof. says maybe

by Dan Readman

Dr. John Draper, a professor at Ridgeway University, was recently quoted in the local newspaper as saying that there might be dragons in the area. Draper was discussing the possibility of mythical creatures existing in the modern world.

"Draper says, "I can't say for certain, but I believe there could be dragons in Ridgeway. There have been sightings in the past, and it's possible they might still be around."

Poet Bill Costley's work reflects his personality

by Maggie Norton

Bill Costley's poetry reflects his personality. He is known for his unique style and his ability to capture the essence of a moment. His latest collection, "Heart and Soul," received critical acclaim for its emotional depth and lyrical beauty.

"Costley's work is powerful," said critic Jane Smith. "He has a way of making the ordinary extraordinary, turning the mundane into something poetic and beautiful."

Coastal's poetry is featured in an upcoming issue of The Penguin Poetry Review. The review focuses on contemporary poets from the coastal region, and Costley's work fits well within the theme.

"The editors of The Penguin Poetry Review were impressed by Costley's work," said editor Robert Johnson. "They find his poetry to be a refreshing change from the traditional, and they believe it will resonate with readers."

Although he has not yet been published in a major magazine, Costley is optimistic about his future as a poet. "I'm just starting out," he said. "But I'm excited about the possibilities."
Scientists tune into radio communication from other planets

This is the transcript of an article about the potential of radio communication with other planets and the work of scientists like J. J. Dupre on this topic.

A ride on the 'T' is a trip into history

The article discusses the history of the 'T' transportation system and its significance in the context of the city's public transit.
Unbeaten Bones erase Scribes, repel Raiders

by Jay Bonewit

The Raiders and the Scribes will meet at 1 p.m. tomorrow at the Soldiers' Field to start the second game of the football season.

The Scribes, under the leadership of Ralph Minzura, lead the Raiders by a score of 11-6. The Raiders come in to face the Scribes as they did in the first game of the season, a contest won by the Scribes.

The Raiders, led by Captain John Smith, have been consistent in their play. The Scribes, on the other hand, have been inconsistent. The Scribes have had more opportunities to score but have not capitalized on them.

For the first two periods, the Scribes made a strong start. They scored a touchdown early in the first period on a pass from quarterback Harry Jackson to receiver Bill Johnson. The Raiders were unable to respond.

In the second period, the Scribes scored again, this time on a run by fullback Tom Kane. The Raiders came back in the third period with a touchdown by backfielder Bill Smith, but the Scribes added another point on a field goal.

The final period saw the Scribes on the offensive. They scored a touchdown on a pass from Jackson to Johnson and added another point on a field goal.

The Raiders tried to come back in the final minutes, but they were unable to score. The Scribes won the game 17-6.

Rams' captain unselfish

by Maryann Davis

The Rams' captain, Frank Ramirez, has been a consistent leader for the team. He is known for his unselfish play.

Ramirez is known for his passing ability, setting up the running game and the passing game. His ability to handle the ball has been a key factor in the team's success.

In a game last week, Ramirez threw a 40-yard touchdown pass to receiver Bob Davis. His pass was the key to the team's victory.

Ramirez's unselfishness is evident in his play. He is always looking for the open receiver and never takes the credit for the team's success.

Ramirez's leadership has been a key factor in the team's success. His examples of unselfishness have inspired his teammates to play their best.
Lack of height a problem for women's basketball

by Joe Flaherty

Women's basketball players have one advantage over their male counterparts: they get to sleep in the same beds as their dorm mates. Other than that, said sophomore center Janae Jacobs, they are no different from their male counterparts. "In the second part of the game, it's all about determination. Players that have a good attitude are more likely to come back. It's hard to take a loss, especially after you've been doing so well," said Jacobs.

Jacobs was the player to "sleep in the same bed as their dorm mates."

Goats horn in on Athletic Dept., Nelson hopes for varsity status

by Betty Varela

Rumor destroys BC Eagles; Patriots next victim

by Bob O'Brien

UB football players were looking for a way to improve their team's performance. The team had been struggling to keep up with their opponents, and the players were determined to turn things around. Coincidentally, the New England League is at risk...
Live album marks the breakup of Steeleye Span
Nightmare over for Hayes
but horror continues

Old art of Ireland, brought back to life

Art
Sorrow Beyond Dreams
lengthy but pleasant

The setting for the film is a bleak, desolate landscape, with the characters struggling to survive in a world ravaged by war and disease. The themes explored are love, loss, and the human condition in the face of adversity. The film is a powerful commentary on the futility of human endeavor in the face of overwhelming forces.

Devo’s bizarre approach:
the future of rock?

Devo is a band that pushes the boundaries of music and performance. Their unique style blends elements of punk, funk, and electronic music, creating a sound that is both innovative and accessible. Their fans are as diverse as their music, ranging from teenagers to middle-aged adults.

Sweet nostalgia in 1955

The film is set in the small town of Oakville, which has been frozen in time since the 1950s. The characters are all based on real people, and the story is a loving tribute to the past. The film is a nostalgic look at a simpler time, when life was easier and people were closer to nature.

ONE OF THE BEST MOVIES IN THE LAST TEN YEARS

"THE MOST IMPORTANT FILM OF THE DECADE"
Weather cooperates with History

Department retreat at the gym. There are also a number of films which will be shown in the student center which is different from the regular films. The films are called by the name of the book." Courbet - said of the series. For more information, call the library department at 37-7237.

The library department encourages students to come and watch the films. The films will be shown every Thursday night at the auditorium. For more information call the library department at 37-7237.

Student Government Association

WHAT A TURNOUT!

Last Friday the students of Suffolk University turned out en masse on Temple Mall to demand their rights from the Board of Trustees. A follow-up march took place on Wednesday, November 8, starting at Temple Mall and going down Park Street to where the board was holding its bi-monthly meeting.

THE STUDENTS ARE TOGETHER!

If the trustees ever thought that the student body would not join together as one voice to demand to be heard, they could not justify that thinking any longer.

YOU HEARD US AND YOU'LL BE HEARING PLENTY MORE FROM US

WE DEMAND TO HEAR FROM YOU

SGA FILM COMMITTEE

COMING ATTRACTIONS

I CAN'T GET NO SATISFACTION

COME TO THE AUDITORIUM TODAY

Ladies and Gentlemen: The Rolling Stones

Presented by the SGA Film Committee

1 p.m. - Free Admission

LIVE ROCK IS COMING TO SUFFOLK

Watch For

The Dirty Angels

NEXT SGA MEETING — Tues., Nov. 14 at 1 p.m.
— Dean's Conference Room (V152).
New two-year maintenance contract to be signed tomorrow

Watch for
the Journal's
Thanksgiving issue
next Thursday
including
the finish line

Mountaineering '2

SELECTING THE
PROPER GEAR

The Mountaineer who is well prepared and knows the ins and outs of the mountain can take consolation in the fact that he has a higher chance of survival than the one who has not

Don't just reach for a beer. Head for the mountains.